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Abstract—Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) been working 

under the network layer as per The Open Systems 

Interconnec- tion model (OSI model). ARP is Used to map 

Internet Protocol (IP) address or Media Access Control 

(MAC) address [1]. Arp protocol is vulnerable so its 

weakness leads attacks like sniffing, man in the middle 

(MITM) attack by poisoning ARP cache [3]. By Detecting arp 

cache poisoning we can minimize the attack [4]. These 

papers present the different attack and prevention 

mechanism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is used by 
Internet Protocol (IP) ,which bind the logical addresses 
with the hardware access or you can say IP address 
with the MAC addresses which is used in local area 
network(LAN) [1]. ARP works between  the network  
and data  link layer.  Using this protocol we get idea 
or we figure out how many hosts are connected in our 
network.we also discover hosts MAC address and IP 
address in LAN environment.ARP have to packets, first 
one is ARP request and the other one is ARP 
reply.when any one want to communicate in lan 
network they require sender require receiver IP address 
so packets travels from source to destination.it is also 
possible to communicate with other host using there 
mac address.if any Alice and Bob wants to 
communicate with each other first Alice send ARP 
request to the Bob . ARP request generally used to 
request to get the mac address and same way ARP reply 
packet for respond corresponding to the request. 

 

A. ARP Poisoning 
 

ARP spoofing, ARP cache Poisoning, or ARP 
Poison is a technique where ARP reply packet sent to 
victim with senders IP address as target IP address and 
sender MAC address as attackers MAC Address [1]. 
Victim when process the  ARP reply packet will add or 
change the ARP table entry for Target IP address with 
attackers MAC address [1]. 

 

II. RELATED  WORK 
 

Research area is related to ARP , so many other 
research papers from this specific domain we prefer. 
While referring a research papers we are getting some 
basic concepts related to ARP also that helpful us for 
research area. In this chapter we discuss the literature 

review about our interested domain. 

A Centralized Detection And Prevention Technique 
against ARP Poisoning [1] In this paper author 
maintain ARP table in Arp Central Server(ACS) 
where dynamically table updated with host machine 
when it’s added in network when any attacker try to 
send a ARP Reply with fake mac address central server 
checks entry in arp table and if not found entry with 
right ip it terminate or discard it. Here author gives 
implementation algorithms , 

 
1) Client Side Implementation 
2) ACS  Implementation 
3) ACS Antidote Implementation 

 
Detection of ARP Spoofing: A Command Line 

Execution Method [2] Here authors of this paper 
followed steps to detect the attacker in the network. 
first they establish connection then input the file. 
Network Administrator check the file if mac id 
mismatched then they find corresponding ip & thus they 
detect arp spoofing 

 
Stealth and Semi-Stealth MITM Attacks, 

Detection and Defense in IPv4 Networks [3] In 
this paper authors clarify MITM techniques. 
Techniques like Stealth and Semi-Stealth MITM. 

 
1) Stealth MITM 

Here Attacker use sniffer to get copy of 
communi- cation between Alice & Bob as 
shown in fig. 1 [3]. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Stealth MITM Attack [3] 
 

 
2) Semi Stealth MITM 

Here Alice and bob communicate through the 
At- tacker so one way interruption of 
message possible by the attacker as shown 
in fig. 2 [3]. 

 
Implementation of a SNORTs Output Plug-In in 

reaction to ARP Spoofings attack [4]. In this paper 
author took 4 machine two machine as normal host one 
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as attacker and other one as sensor. Sensor monitor the 
spoofing attack. Here implemented 

 

 

Fig. 2: Semi Stealth MITM Attack [3] 
 
 
 

output plug in so Snort intrusion detection system(IDS) 
react against the ARP Spoofing attack [4]. The Sensor 
machine detects attacks. If the sender hardware address is 
not the same addressee in the configuration file then an 
alarm message is generated [4]. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
 
Using Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) we get 
provided hardware address of ip address. ARP cache 
position done by the attacker to perform MITM attack so 
to secure the network and network host from the attack 
[3], Snort IDS helps us to detect the malicious user who 
done malicious activity in the network & perform 
MITM in Network [3]. In this literature survey, various 
ARP based methods and techniques is explored. As 
observed that snort is used as IDS [4].This led toward 
secure approach to minimize the attack by checking 
generated logs we can implement prevention mechanism. 
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